This article is part of a larger, European-funded project entitled 'The Representation of the "Exotic" Body in 19th-Century English Drama' (REBED), the main goals of which have been to map the presence of the non-European Other, both fictional and real (what I call here the 'exotic' body), on the Georgian and Victorian stage and to understand to what extent, and in what ways, such a presence mirrored or responded to the cultural policies of the British Empire.
band of 'Indians' for the drama Oceola (Surrey Theatre, 1859) were (probably) recruited among the 'beery-looking and vulgar small tobacconists […] with whom the region adjacent to the Surrey does much abound'. 5 The assumption behind this process (which also very much depended on the practical need of performers at a very short notice) is that of a resemblance between working classes and 'savages', a resemblance that heavily informed representations of both on the theatrical stage. As Alastair Bonnett has observed, '[in] the course of the 19th century race and class meaning became increasingly blurred into a mutually constitutive set of associations and images', so that the working classes were constructed as white 'in colonial settings […] but something less than, or other to, white in the context of Britain's internal social hierarchy'. 6 Overlapping narratives of the poor and the foreign would be further reinforced by the fact that several exotic exhibits performing in England actually ended up living in workhouses as soon as the wave of interest that had built around them faded. 7 In its turn, the physiognomic construction of the Other would affect that of criminals and the lower classes, contributing to shape what Jennifer Jones has termed the 'foreign face of villainy', that is, depictions of villains that shared visual features, such as dark hair or complexion, that on the stage usually pertained to non-British dramatis personae. 8 These wider narratives, however, were complemented on the other hand by the specific example set by popular exhibitions such as that of the Zulus, to which I shortly return, or by performances such as those of the blackface minstrel troupes that toured Britain from as early as 1843, and the influence of which was central in representations of American slaves (and Blacks more generally) on the Victorian stage. 9 There was, that is to say, in nineteenth-century theatre a tension between specific and unspe-5 T. W. Erle, Letters from a Theatrical Scene-Painter; Being Sketches of the Minor Theatres of London as They Were Twenty Years Ago (London: Ward, 1880), pp. 41-42. 6 Alastair Bonnett, 'How the British Working Class Became White: The Symbolic (Re)formation of Racialized Capitalism', Journal of Historical Sociology, 11 (1998), 316-40 (pp. 319, 322) . 7 Sanger's father exhibited, among others, 'Tamee Ahmee and Orio Rio, the savage cannibal pigmies of the Dark Continent', 'two rather intelligent mulatto children' of ten and nine years of age (Sanger, pp. 43, 45) ; after the show was denounced a fake, however, the two were sent to Bristol Workhouse (p. 46) . See also, John Conolly, The Ethnological Exhibitions of London (London: Churchill, 1855), in which the President of the Ethnological Society expresses his concerns about exotic exhibits such as the 'Aztec' children Maximo and Bartola, displayed in 1853, ending up in a workhouse (p. 29). 8 Jennifer Jones, 'The Face of Villainy on the Victorian Stage', Theatre Notebook, 50 (1996) , 95-108 (p. 96) . 9 This is the year Dan Emmett's Virginia Minstrels appeared at the Adelphi. J. S. cific stimuli that is best expressed by performances absorbing topical references while elaborating on general attitudes and longer-lasting imageries of foreign cultures. As Edward Ziter has convincingly shown in The Orient on the Victorian Stage, constructions of the East, for instance, combined synchronic representational conventions of the Near and the Far East, as well as diachronic narratives of the Orient. Thus, while a vision of the world as 'divided between the Occident and the Orient, with the Christian West on one side and the Islamic East on the other […] underwent considerable revision in the nineteenth century so as to include a greatly expanded and detailed Orient', the Islamic East still retained the connotations ingrained over centuries. The Islamic East had become a middle, but a middle that stood in for the whole. Consequently, when Britons discussed the Orient they were most often referring to the Islamic East as imagined over centuries.
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Performances of the Other were, therefore, never exclusively about contemporary notions of the exotic, nor were they exactly about the empire and its history; rather, they were the result of an accumulation of elements, exotic narratives working as a catalyst for the layering of references, sources, and discourses. It is my contention here that this accumulation favoured fragmented, incoherent portraits of the non-European Other (and the foreign more generally) that problematize audiences' responses to the political innuendos of this theatre. While, as Marty Gould has shown in NineteenthCentury Theatre and the Imperial Encounter, the nineteenth-century stage was 'the privileged vehicle for the transmission of socially reaffirming imperialist discourse', 11 focusing on the empire as a driving force in the history of this theatre may ultimately lead to an overestimation of the linearity with which political ideas and cultural discourses were passed to audiences. These audiences were, no doubt, 'introduced to the main events and ideas of the age' by what they saw on stage; 12 yet, they were also presented with concurrent narratives and/or individual elements that may have been incongruously or inconsistently placed within the overall imperialist discourse. If, on the one hand, Victorian playwrights were no doubt 'uncannily sensitive to the most minor shifts in the sociopolitical landscape', I would suggest individual performances may offer alternative readings of a theatre that was rarely the product of strong authorship, nor of direct political propaganda, the way ethnological shows and world fairs were.
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These exhibitions -the result of often difficult negotiations between managers and the several authorities involved in the importation of native individuals or groups -were perforce 'slower', scantier in numbers, and more elaborately studied. They were to look self-evident and self-sufficient, that is, relatively close microcosms meant to illustrate diversity within the boundaries of 'science'. By contrast, the multifarious, fast-evolving world of theatrical performances had much looser perimeters. In a scenario in which the increasing competition between venues meant that playwrights had to produce ever more spectacular pieces at very short notice, it was in fact the norm to rely on what audiences were already known to be attracted to or to recycle what past performances had to offer. As David Mayer has observed, 'melodramatic music, just as melodramatic incidents, characters, and dialogue, could be readily assembled from ready-made parts, even as mosaics are fashioned from ready-cut chips of coloured tile.'
14 Far from involving melodrama exclusively, this trend was generally typical of Victorian theatre, not only with the actual inclusion of music from a variety of sources, most notably Italian opera, but with an accumulation of intertextual references and topical allusions, performances also working as miniature catalogues of available entertainment.
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Instead of reading this theatre as the product of individual playwrights and managers that functioned as mediator between the outside world and the public, I will therefore read it as the product of the fluidity of genres, narratives, and even roles that characterized the nineteenth-century stage.
16 I will ultimately argue that the accumulation and replication of elements across performances and genres, by working against any stable or consistent arrangement or presentation of details, eventually exposed the 13 fictionality of the exotic body, potentially affecting the audiences' (already quite stretched) suspension of disbelief.
In doing so, I will align my analysis to that of Daniel Carey when he warns against 'the risk of appropriating literature as a mere allegory of history while assigning to criticism the task of determining the ways in which such texts represent historical truths outside themselves'. 17 As this statement may seem in this context to echo what Bernard Porter has observed in his controversial The Absent-Minded Imperialists, in which he suggests that certain readings of imperial factors may bear the 'presumption that they must have been overwhelming' in Victorian society, 18 I should like to expand a little more on the substantial differences between these two approaches and clarify mine.
In his chapter in the groundbreaking volume The Postcolonial Enlightenment, Carey discusses the ways interpretations of Robinson Crusoe have ultimately bestowed upon the novel references to slavery that are not suggested by the actual text, critics adopting a 'palimpsestic' approach that superimposes the historical background to the text to the detriment of the latter. Although similarly employing the Saidian notion of 'silence' to suggest that historians have filled with their own convictions what the text or evidence do not say, Porter, on the other hand, falls into the gross mistake of glossing over the overwhelming evidence of the imperial discourse. As Ross Forman has argued in China and the Victorian Imagination, 'even the most blatantly positivist method -counting the number of articles' about the empire would refute Porter's claim that in the archeological [sic] site that is British society in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries there are, of course, thousands of imperial shards to be found. Dug out and piled up at the side, they can be made to look overwhelming. Studied in situ, however, one gets a different impression. They appear widely scattered, and concentrated in certain layers and at particular spots. When it comes to the theatre, Porter's book 'reveals methodological errors and a grave misreading of the archival evidence' (Gould, pp. 6-7), as the author argues against the empire playing a major role on the Victorian stage even after, incredibly, he has checked titles in the Lord Chamberlain's Plays collection, which provide rich evidence of the contrary. 20 Some of these titles may, admittedly, be deceiving; 21 but, as Peter Yeandle has shown in reference to the pantomime, from the 1850s onwards there was a vivid increase in productions set nominally in overseas contexts. In the 1890s, 54 out of the documented 120 pantomimes staged in London were set […] abroad: of which Robinson Crusoe, Ali Baba, Sinbad and Aladdin predominated (these formed less than a tenth of productions in the 1850).
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Gould has provided evidence for 'two hundred Victorian theatrical adaptations of Robinson Crusoe', while more than fifty productions on the East are taken into account by Ziter in his book. 23 My argument here, therefore, is not that the empire was not central to nineteenth-century theatre, as this worked 'as an institution of empire, ideally suited to the task of illustrating the distant imperial periphery for the metropolitan masses' (Gould, p. 35). Rather, I will highlight how the stage, while certainly responding to changing ideologies or resounding events in imperial history, did not do so merely to 'illustrate' politics or as a direct dependant of any imperial authority, but also to exploit the visual potential of imperial themes in a context in which spectacle was the main key to success.
Replicating the exotic body on stage
It is with satisfaction that 'Lord' Sanger describes attires and action for his performance of 'Indians' in 1856: 20 The collection, held at the British Library, comprises all plays submitted for licensing in the United Kingdom between 1824 and 1968. 21 23 Gould, p. 7. While not only confined to the empire, the bibliography of plays featuring exotic characters, settings, and themes I have compiled for my own project counts, as it stands, more than a thousand titles.
A little red ochre for skin tint, some long, snaky black hair, feathers, skins, and beads did the trick properly, and I had as savage a lot of Ojibbeways to look at as ever took a scalp. They had some terrible-looking weapons, and learned to do war dances, to yell like fiends, and to perform tribal ceremonies. They lived, or were supposed to, in an iron-barred carriage for safety's sake, and I would walk them out before the grand procession and make an impression by buying them fruit and sweetmeats. (Sanger, pp. 233-34, emphasis added) This passage is interesting not only because it offers an insight into practical details, as well as the ideology behind the construction of exotic performances, but because it also reveals a deep awareness about audiences' expectations -Sanger being too experienced a showman not to put to best use what he implies are the paraphernalia of the 'savage' on stage, Native Americans in particular. Audiences in Liverpool had in fact already experienced a performance of 'Indians' by watching George Catlin's exhibition, which, after opening in London in 1840, successfully toured Britain in the following years (visiting Manchester, Sheffield, Liverpool, and Glasgow among others). Catlin's Indian Gallery in London was arranged around the twenty-five foot-high Crow wigwam of twenty buffalo hides. On the walls were three hundred portraits of the Plains tribes. Trophies of hunting and gathering -bearclaw necklaces, shells, beads, eagle plumes, and animal skins -and the occasional silver medal or gold coin, adorned the bare upper-body torsos of the men. 24 Yet, these had not attracted big enough audiences, as 'authentic art needed explanation or narrative -or artifice and dramatic interpretation', and the exhibition had to be provided with 'eleven war scenes and eight domestic scenes to illustrate the lectures that Catlin gave on Indian life'. 25 The exhibition was promoted, among other means, by Catlin's attending a Caledonian Ball in 1840 himself dressed as an 'Indian': in Christopher Mulvey's words, 'not fancy dress but a carefully staged deception' (p. 253), a choice that aimed at satisfying the increasing interest and curiosity around Native Americans, while providing a good introduction to the 'theatrical dimension' of Catlin's exhibition. 24 This 'theatrical dimension' had become a necessity for the several exotic exhibitions that dotted Britain throughout the century; as Sadiah Qureshi has noted, 'the range of ceremonies performed, from meals to acts of warfare, supported showmen's claims to be presenting dramas comprehensively illustrative of displayed people's lives' (p. 122). Acts of warfare seemed to be of particular interest to audiences, entertained, in the case of Catlin's exhibition, by 'an enemy attack, the negotiation of a peace treaty, […] and the rescuing of John Smith by Pocahontas' (Qureshi, p. 122). The inclusion of Pocahontas, a heroine who had become very popular with nineteenth-century audiences, is interesting here, as it shows that even when the construction of the Other on stage was based on direct observation (as a painter, Catlin had been 'scrupulous in recording the customs unique to the Plains tribes' (Lewis, p. 1)), thus aiming at 'anthropological faithfulness' or 'realism', this came to be blurred by the merging with more generalizing or less historically specific narratives. In the case of Catlin's exhibition, this included a narrative that dated from the seventeenth century.
As we shall see shortly, performances of the Zulus were also similarly characterized by war dances, tribal ceremonies, and yells, signalling to audiences both the (historically specific) threat posed to the British in South Africa and the Zulus' (ahistorical) backwardness. Yells in particular seemed, in the course of the century, to have triggered immediate associations with the 'savage', thus transcending specific geographical or anthropological connotations to inform representations of the Black more widely. 26 What Sanger was selling to his public was, therefore, no specific image of the 'Ojibbeways', but rather an image likely to meet with the predictable appreciation of the public: 'authenticity' being built not upon realistic elements, but rather on what audiences understood to be the 'authentic' features of the exotic Other. These features were part of a pool of recurring visual (and auditive) techniques that -while claiming specificity -actually presented audiences with general, unspecific assumptions about the non-European Other that performances like that of Sanger incorporate and make their own. Nevertheless, visual patterns and representational strategies that were similar or even identical on stage could in the act of replication come to signify completely different contexts or political meanings, as the case of the Zulus aptly shows. The interrelation between theatre performances and ethnological displays in the construction of the Zulus on stage from 1853 onwards has been discussed by several authors. 27 Performances of the Zulus were highly topical: as John MacKenzie has written, 'African wars gave rise to military melodramas, and from the middle of the century the growth of African subjects inevitably came to reflect increased imperial activity in Africa.' 28 The eighth 'Kaffir' or Xhosa War (1850-53) and the Anglo-Zulu War, with the famous battle of Rorke's Drift (22-23 January 1879), were no exception to this, as the former inspired productions such as C. S. James's The Kaffir War (Queen's Theatre, 1851) or Edward Fitzball's Amakosa; or, Scenes of Kaffir Warfare (Astley's, 1853); while the latter is portrayed by, among others, the 'Grand Military Spectacular Drama' The Kaffir War (Astley's, 26 April 1879). However, the strategic employment of the word kaffir -an umbrella term that at the time stood for both the Zulus and the Xhosa -in the 1879 drama at Astley's, did not refer to the same war as the first two titles. This shows not only an awareness of the commercial potential of this term, but also the wish to fall into an established pattern of representation of the Zulus.
This pattern was rooted in the recurrent employment, by both the theatre and ethnological exhibitions such as those organized by C. H. Caldecott (1853) and the Great Farini (1880), 29 of several of the general visual conventions used to signal the 'savage' ('wild' yells, furry and feathery costumes). Caldecott presented costumes 'mostly of a furry nature', with patches of animal skins, and the 'usual' feathers and armlets, while exhibits in Farini's display would also wear 'fur drapery around the waist, feathers and flowers in the hair, together with armlets and strange ornaments in the ear'. 30 The warlike character of the Zulus would have similarly been highlighted by a recurrent employment of war dances and weapons, shields, and assegais ensuring these performances an immediate authentic flavour, while testifying to their supposedly anthropological nature. Twenty years later, on the occasion of the Second Boer War, Frank Fillis's miniature impression of this conflict, 'Savage South Africa', which performed at the Greater Britain Exhibition (1899), similarly capitalized on the established, recurrent image of the Zulus. As Tom Rice has observed in commenting on a film of this troupe, The Landing of Savage South Africa at Southampton (1899), the emphasis of the performance was in fact 'on movement and the display of "attractions" -the Africans dance and wave their spears and shields -and in its construction, as the Africans perform to the fixed camera as if on a theatrical stage'. 31 While conveying different political circumstances, performances of the Zulus therefore consistently retained their visual patterns so as to represent, as they had done in 1853 on occasion of the first live exhibition of Zulus, 'the domestic manners, mode of hunting the tiger, war dances, superstitions, witch-finding, &c., of this wild and savage race', as the Morning Post has it.
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This apparent contradiction is, I suggest, best captured by the term simulacrum. Meaning 'a material image, made as a representation of some deity, person, or thing', as well as 'something having merely the form or appearance of a certain thing, without possessing its substance or proper qualities' (OED), it can be used for images of the non-European Other in nineteenth-century theatre. The second definition is of particular interest in discussions of the exotic body and its replication, as it implies a distance between 'original' and 'copy' -indeed the existence of an 'original' and a 'copy' -that speaks to the several notions of authenticity underlying performances of the Other. Whereas in some cases it is fairly easy to talk of an 'original' and investigate its replication and/or the faithfulness of its copies -when, for instance, given characters (Robinson Crusoe, Oroonoko, Aladdin, Mazeppa, Uncle Tom) are adapted to the stage, or when a specific building is reconstructed -in other cases, of which the Zulus are a paradigmatic example, finding an 'original' may be extremely difficult. If by 'real' Zulus (or Chinese, or Turk) one means examples from all the sources (travelogues, public lectures, museum displays, photographs, medical reports) that provided avowedly authoritative accounts of these people, these were also always partially fictional, the result of a political and cultural construction. As for the actual exhibits in shows such as those of Caldecott and Farini, what Qureshi has observed of ethnological exhibitions in general was valid for them: they were 'commonly marketed as if the performances were unmediated representations of life abroad, yet all were evidently quite carefully choreographed and managed' (p. 122).
Simulacra of the Zulus on stage were therefore, although not entirely fictional, the product of self-nurtured, flexible narratives that combined specific, 'realistic' elements with others that were drawn from a wider imagery of the 'savage'. These two contrasting trends were not incompatible, because whereas the stage was prompt in absorbing topical allusions, adapting to new political and cultural circumstances, general attitudes towards the Other and long-lasting imageries of foreign cultures did not adapt as quickly. Furthermore, different visual conventions may also, as in the case of the Zulus, serve different purposes: whereas specific weapons would signify a particularly dangerous enemy, thus highlighting the courage and talent of the British in the context of the actual southern African conflicts, more general features such as feathers, skins, and beads would have signalled a general backwardness compatible with evolutionary and other scientific narratives of the African. Thus, in 'the confusion generated by the increasingly common juxtaposition of the "real" and the "represented"' that was characteristic of nineteenth-century theatre, performances of the exotic would complicate the picture further by employing visual conventions that, replicated on stage, conveyed markedly different discourses (Ziter, p. 2).
The 'movements towards realism of setting and towards a certain historical accuracy', as Allardyce Nicoll puts it, that is traditionally considered a dominant characteristic of the nineteenth-century British stage, is therefore only partially applicable to representations of the exotic. 33 In the latter, a direct correspondence between 'original' and 'copy' can seldom be envisaged. Ziter has reflected at length on changing notions of the 'authentic' and the 'real' over the course of the nineteenth century, arguing that while Georgian theatre presented audiences with 'fanciful combinations of authentically reproduced fragments' (p. 16), in Victorian times it seemed that there had been a fundamental shift in how space functioned in both the theatre and the museum: meaning did not naturally emerge from the presented object but was instead generated in the relation of the object to its displays or acting environment. (p. 4) This should not leave us under the impression that Victorian performances were necessarily any more accurate than their Georgian counterparts. Whereas the 'acting environment' of Victorian theatre may be the extremely faithful representations of the Ancient World -in which, as Jeffrey Richards has noted in The Ancient World on the Victorian and Edwardian Stage, 'spectacle and authenticity went hand in hand' -this was not the case with other settings. 34 As Jacky Bratton has argued, 'little regard for actual events' was, for instance, employed in performances of the Crimean War (1853-55), in which 'spectacle and exotic setting were turned to comic ends'. 35 This is not to deny that political meanings were in place, but rather that the nineteenth-century stage showed degrees of exoticism that were actually revealed and/or accompanied by corresponding degrees of realism. 36 The more exotic (in its secondary OED meaning of 'outlandish, barbarous, strange, uncouth') a foreign culture was perceived to be, the less realistic its performance proved to be. High degrees of realism, as in the case of Egypt, tended to signify an affinity with western European 'civilized' culture(s).
Pantomimes and incongruity
The inclusive and hybrid nature of illegitimate drama made it a favourite site for the accumulation and consequent incongruity of representational strategies. It thus further contributed to distancing exotic performances from any pretension to realism. Pantomimes were especially suited to host such processes of accumulation, as the pantomime as we know it today developed from a merger of diverse genres that had existed independently:
The harlequinade, the largely dialogue-less comic knockabout of Clown, Harlequin and Pantaloon; the extravaganza, the elegant and witty satire of modern life in comic versions of classical myths and fairy tales; and the burlesque, the irreverent send-up of everything the Victorians customarily took seriously, such as English history, grand opera and Shakespeare. (Richards, Golden Age, p. 14) In Jeffrey Richards's view, the convergence of these genres into one enhanced the pantomime's 'ability to pun and the chance to comment on current events', in a scenario in which the stage generally 'revelled in wordplay' (Golden Age, pp. 17, 18). However, if words acquire a new centrality on the Victorian stage, they do not do so at the cost of the visual. As Richards further explains, whereas the merger of burlesque with the pantomime fostered the use of 'puns, parodies both musical and literary, topical allusions and contemporary slang', the overlapping with extravaganza meant 'the rise of spectacle'. Technical developments were of assistance in ensuring spectacular tricks, and scene painters rose to unprecedented fame (pp. 18, 23).
Pantomimes worked as reliable barometers for the political moment because, as Richards notes, 'topical allusions can tell us what the pantomime producers considered significant events and the reports of audience reaction can tell us about the popular attitude to these events' (Golden Age, p. 39). As Gould has also convincingly argued, performances of the Robinsonade, in particular, 'helped the British public acclimate to a constantly shifting imperial role by visually recording and commenting upon changes in public attitude and government policies' (p. 11). However, these performances, as Gould himself has noted, would look not to the novel but to earlier stage adaptations for inspiration and direction. What we see in the development of the genre is successive adaptations of an adaptation, a sequence of replication and revision that would ultimately yield a theatrical Robinsonade markedly different from its narrative source. (pp. 59-60)
The political potential of theatre is possibly undermined here in yet further forms of accumulation and incongruity. There is also the risk of representational conventions being progressively emptied, in the process of replication, of their original meaning. In a sense, then, what Jane Moody has observed for illegitimate Georgian drama -that its 'palm trees, moorish arches, and castles with bulbous, onion-shaped towers concisely evoked a portmanteau dramatic orientalism' (Illegitimate Theatre, p. 98) -applies generally to representations of the exotic throughout the century. The seriality of visual conventions means, as we have seen in the case of the Zulus, the triggering of automatic associations on the Victorian stage.
There was, that is to say, a shared understanding of what the exotic Other was expected to be that, although enriched at times by more 'realistic' elements, still relied on vague, 'universal', and portable elements. This brings me to the last section of this article and to what I consider possibly the most important evidence of this shared understanding and related expectations: the omission of the exotic body. As I am still in the process of collecting evidence for this contention, it will only be possible here to provide a few examples. These, however, seem to me to offer an interesting insight into possible mechanisms of replication of stereotypes and visual elements that warrant fuller attention.
concerning costumes and settings rather reveals a shared understanding of the Other and its representation that is translated into expectations of what should or should not have been on stage. The tone of Planché's text, in particular, like Sanger's, suggests that Asia should be portrayed with the usual features, and as this text is also rich with references to ethnological exhibitions and other shows at the time available in town, it may be assumed that this passage also implies a reference to recurrent visual strategies (or some other performance).
James's production, on the other hand, in using the adjective 'wild', also similarly points to an immediately recognizable, but extremely unspecified setting that is only partially in contrast with the supposedly 'authentic' portrait of the 'Kaffir' Wars that this performance was meant to provide. As the ethnic specificity of the Xhosa was in no way taken into account by this performance, neither did the setting need to be 'realistic'. Minimalistic descriptions of scenery were, after all, quite common in Victorian theatre, as was the portmanteau character of costumes such as the one described in Peter Wilkins.
These examples suggest that there was a pool of possible conventions applicable to exotic performances that, without being mentioned explicitly, would have been known to playwrights, performers, and also, perhaps, critics. But what about audiences? What were they supposed to think of these repetitive, highly incongruous portraits of the exotic and the foreign more generally? Evocations of the exotic Other, however incongruently framed, may no doubt have reinforced prejudice and stereotypes: in the end, the Zulus, as well as the various African dramatis personae that animated Victorian theatre, spoke to a common, derogative representation of the Black that should not be underestimated today. My interest in this article, however, has been to highlight the heterogeneous character of the several elements that constitute an exotic narrative, while also suggesting that this heterogeneity may have complicated the reception of these performances -and, in particular, that by replicating conventions on stage, as well as by framing them in incongruent narratives, the nineteenth-century stage may have undermined their political potential by revealing them for what they actually were: conventions.
At the core of this process was the very repetition of elements on stage, which eventually may have emptied them of their initial meaning and/or replaced that meaning with other political and cultural references. Simulacra of the Zulus on stage, although retaining some of the features of the original model, conveyed in fact different political and cultural discourses. Second, the accumulation of references or narratives in highly incongruous performances meant that the quality of entertainment, rather than illustration, of these performances would be highlighted -playswithin-the-plays furthermore adding to this process. Last but not least, elements later recognized to be blatant fakes would also gladly be packaged as
